
This Powerpoint presentation summarizes the use of NetMap for a Fire and Fish 
Decision Support System. Created on July 24, 2015 by Dr. Lee Benda and Kevin Andras
(TerrainWorks).
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The general approach strategy: wildfire is evaluated in terms of potential impacts to 
at-risk infrastructure (roads, structures, water supply, energy) and aquatic/riparian 
habitats via (1) erosion processes and sediment delivery to streams (surface erosion, 
gullying, shallow landsliding and post fire road erosion) and (2) riparian processes, 
specifically impacts on shade, thermal loading and thermal refugia. The approach is 
designed to provide decision support for (i) pre fire management (vegetation and 
roads) and (ii) firefighting (including retardant drops). See companion PPT-PDF 
describing the use of pre fire severity maps in a similar analysis.
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Here is a list of the various models and data sources there were used in the BAER 
analysis.
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These are the general data deliverables and their formats within ArcMap shapefiles.
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The analytical foundation for the Fire Analysis is NetMap’s synthetic stream network 
and virtual watersheds. For brevity, this important topic is left for the viewers to 
explore as they need to; see www.terrainworks.com for additional background 
information or NetMap’s online Technical Help materials.
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Based on intrinsic potential habitat modeling (Burnett et al. 2007).
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Based on intrinsic potential habitat modeling (Burnett et al. 2007).
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Fire severity as reported in the Burned Area Reflectance Classification [BARC] map. 
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Fire severity is reported to individual channel segments (left), via drainage wings, and 
aggregated downstream.
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Post fire erosion and channel sedimentation are predicted for surface erosion, 
gullying and shallow landsliding.
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Post fire surface erosion was predicted using the WEPP-disturbed model. The color 
patterns indicating variable surface erosion illustrate the variable sizes and shapes of 
local contributing areas or drainage wings. See NetMap’s online technical help 
materials for additional information: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/5_5_surface_erosion_veg_fire.htm
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Predicted surface erosion is transferred to individual stream segments (left) and 
aggregated downstream (right), the latter revealing erosion patterns at the tributary 
and subbasin scale.
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An gully erosion model was used in the analysis (Parker et al. 2010). See NetMap’s
online technical help materials for additional information.
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/gullying.htm
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Gully erosion results reported to stream channels, via drainage wings or local 
contributing areas.
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A shallow landslide model (Miller and Burnett 2007) based on hillslope gradient and 
curvature was used in the analysis. See NetMap’s online technical help materials for 
additional information: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/hillside_1.htm
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Shallow failure potential as represented in individual channel segments and 
aggregated downstream.
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Here is an example of a risk assessment that overlays predicted erosion potential 
(aggregated downstream, and thus tributary scale) and the locations of vulnerable 
highways and residences.
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Although the model employed (Miller and Burnett 2007) is based on data from 
another mountainous landscape, it provides an approximation of at-risk tributaries 
using universal attributes related to debris flows including number of source areas, 
tributary channel gradients, valley confinement and tributary junctions. Also 
predicted is gully erosion, shallow failure potential and flash flood potential.
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A flash flood potential index will be applied to the study area (second week of Sept).
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Roads can be significant sources of flooding, erosion and sediment delivery to 
streams, post fire.
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The model GRAIP-Lite for sediment production was coupled to NetMap’s
conservation of mass sediment delivery model (see end of pptx for additional 
details).
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Fire reduces infiltration capacity and thus allows greater sediment travel distances 
from roads to streams and hence greater road-stream connectivity.
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Sediment production as predicted by GRAIP-Lite; a base erosion rate of 1.5 kg/yr was 
used.
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A difference map of road sediment delivery reveals that some road segments are 
more sensitive to fire reductions in infiltration capacity compared to others.
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Stream reaches where post fire road sediment delivery is predicted to increase; some 
of these reaches overlap sensitive fish habitats.
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A shade model was used to estimate the effects of vegetation on reducing thermal 
energy to streams. Shorter, denser vegetation provides more shade, but the shadow
length is smaller. Taller older trees have less dense vegetation mid crown that can 
reduce the shade, but they have a longer shadow length. We used a simple linear 
relationship between percent shade and predicted flame length. To learn more about 
this modeling approach, go to NetMap’s online technical help materials: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/current_shade_thermal_energy.ht
m
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The difference between thermal energy to streams under no fire shade conditions 
(using LEMMA vegetation data (http://lemma.forestry.oregonstate.edu/) and fire-
reduced shade. Many channel segments receive higher thermal loading, post fire. 
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Information provided in the BAER analysis (previous slides, among other data) can be 
used visually and qualitatively to search for intersections or overlaps between various 
fire related stressors (fire severity, post fire surface erosion, gully erosion) and 
sensitive aquatic habitats, as illustrated above. Or one of NetMap’s tools (Resource –
Fire Stressor Overlap Tool) can be used quantitatively to locate overlaps and 
intersections (see next slide).
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NetMap’s Quick Tool that contains the Resource – Fire Stressor overlap capability can 
be used to locate intersections between fire related impacts and sensitive fish 
habitats.  The tool calculates, on the fly, the full frequency distribution of values 
(shown as the cumulative distribution of values in this slide), and the analyst, using 
the tool, selects from the distributions to search for overlaps. For example, an analyst 
can quickly search for intersections among the highest 10% of fire severity, highest 
5% of post fire surface erosion (or landsliding or gullying), highest 10% of fire related 
increases in thermal loading, and fish habitats (either presence of habitat or some 
numeric value of habitat quality [used in IP]).

For additional information, see NetMap’s online technical help that describes the 
overlap tool: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/overlap_tool___reaches.htm

And the Quick Tool, which is provided as part of this analysis: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/netmap_quick_tool.htm
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The drop down list of analysis results in the Quick Tool (previous slide) shows all of 
the analysis results.
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All analysis results are summarized to the HUC 6th subbasin scale. This can be used to 
examine subbasin scale patterns of fire related attributes and stressors and the 
locations of aquatic habitats. Subbasin scale data summaries may be most useful at 
the scale of larger watersheds or entire national forests.
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The data structure of the virtual watershed includes a synthetic river network (derived from 
DEMs and the NHD) and drainage wings, local contributing areas located on both sides of 100 
m channel segments. Each channel segment has a corresponding set of local contributing 
areas or drainage wings.
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The drainage wings discretize the watershed terrestrial environment into small areas 
(approx. 0.1 km2 in area) and all information on hillsides is then summarized to channels. This 
supports analysis of aquatic habitat-terrestrial stressor intersections.
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Here is an example of how a terrestrial (hillside) attribute is transferred to the 
channel network and aggregated downstream. These types of channel attributes can 
then be compared to other channel attributes such as fish habitat or other watershed 
characteristics, like thermal refugia.
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The data deliverables come at a range of scales including (1) hillside raters or grids (at 
the scale of the DEM), (2) individual stream segments (~100 m), (3) hillside drainage 
wings (local contributing areas, ~ 0.1 km2), (4) stream segment data aggregated 
downstream, (5) road segments broken a pixel boundaries and re-aggregated for 
various purposes, including hydrologic connectivity and (6) data summarized at the 
scale of HUC 6 subbasins.
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The GRAIP-Lite model (RMRS, Luce, Black and Nelson) was used in the analysis. See 
NetMap’s online technical help materials for additional information: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/graip_lite.htm
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The GRAIP-Lite sediment delivery component was modified in NetMap, using a 
steady state, conservation of mass approach. For additional information, see 
NetMap’s online technical help: 
http://www.netmaptools.org/Pages/NetMapHelp/netmap_sediment_delivery_2.htm
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Fire can impact road erosion sediment delivery by reducing the infiltration capacity of 
the forest floor (if burned). Lower infiltration capacity can lead to longer sediment 
plume lengths and greater connectivity between forest roads and stream channels.
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We selected a non fire forest floor infiltration rate of 60 mm/hr; this was reduced 
based on predicted fire severity as indicated above.
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A design storm is needed in NetMap’s sediment delivery model. We choose a short 
duration 10-year storm to mimic thunderstorm activity, post fire.
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